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Bevy Law
Textile Artist, Weaver, Activist, Costume Designer
Toronto, Canada
E-Email: Sewbevy@gmail.com
Pronouns: (she/her)
Phone: 646.918.1698 (cell)
Instagram: @sewbevy
IMDB: https://www.imdb.com/name/nm7027623/
Website: http://sewbevy.com/

Bio
My name is Beverly 瑞琪 Law 瑞琪 roughly translates to lucky angel. I graduated from Lynn’s
mystery school in 2012. I am currently located in Toronto, Canada. I am a weaver, community
activist, and costume builder/designer. My spiritual journey began in 2001, when I was 14 years old,
a catalytic moment brought me to bear sacred witness of the thin veil of life, the passing of my
mother. From that moment on, I was committed to studying the mystery of life and personal selfdevelopment. I walk a path of heart, and that path has led to various forms of spiritual experiences,
such as Buddhist monasteries, vision quests, sundances, sweat lodges, working with ayahuasca,
reiki, theta healing, hypnotherapy, and LACSAT’s mystery school. My particular favourite aspects
of the mystery school are marriage to self and working with our wounded child/healer (puer
aeternus). My gifts help them to bring light to shadows, movement to worn-out patterns and power
to live a good dream. Great Spirit has given me the gift of vision so that I may focus prayer and
intent where I find holes. My clients can then use tools to fix themselves and allow the gift of their
own holiness to enlighten their spirit. We then work on ways of not leaking energy,
Spiritual Activism
I have currently brought my spiritual activism to social justice and environmental policy work. I am
currently studying environmental policy at Oregon State University as an act of power as an earth
stewart. I am a passionate advocate for LBGTQ visibility, decolonization, and dismantling white
supremacy. It is important to honor the shamanic teachings bestowed to us by acknowledging the
reality of indigeneous communities and the privilege when one accesses the teachings attached to
those communities. As a Kindred Spirit, it is apparent there is opportunity for growth for our
LACSAT community to use our privileges and deepen our work with indigeneous people. I have
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enjoyed attending recent Joshua Tree gatherings, as it has been an honor to meet new and current
students of LASCAT, the future of the LACSAT community.
Current Activity and Invitation
The teachings of the Sisterhood of the Shields are sacred, unique, and timeless. It has been an honor
to tap in with the astral community when I can in the dreamtime. I encourage all of you to stay
committed to your path of heart and continue deepening your spiritual activism in whatever form
that takes for you. I welcome any old and new community members to reach out to me anytime at
sewbevy@gmail.com with a direct subject title like: KINDRED SPIRIT GREETINGS.
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